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Inteligeˆncia Artificial, Distribuic¸a˜o de Servic¸o Docente,
Racioc´ınio baseado em casos, Programac¸a˜o declarativa, Pro-
gramac¸a˜o web
Resumo
Devido ao elevado nu´mero de docentes existente no departamento e
ao elevado nu´mero de turmas que sa˜o necessa´rias para o cada vez
maior universo de alunos ligados ao Departamento de Electro´nica,
Telecomunicac¸o˜es e Informa´tica (DETI) a elaborac¸a˜o da distribuic¸a˜o
do servic¸o docente e´ cada vez mais complexa. Urge a criac¸a˜o de um
componente na plataforma de Distribuic¸a˜o de Servic¸o Docente (DSD),
que permita de uma forma ra´pida e simples gerar uma distribuic¸a˜o dos
docentes com base numa lista das prefereˆncias de cada docente. Com
base nessa necessidade surgiu a ideia de implementar um motor de in-
teligeˆncia artificial (AIE, de Artificial Intelligence Engine) responsa´vel
por essas func¸o˜es.
Este documento comec¸a por avaliar as diferentes possibilidades de
implementac¸a˜o de um AIE e a escolha da linguagem de programac¸a˜o
que melhor possa implementar a soluc¸a˜o. Seguidamente sera´ feita uma
breve descric¸a˜o da linguagem de programac¸a˜o escolhida. A descric¸a˜o
e explicac¸a˜o de como o trabalho foi elaborado. Para finalizar seram
apresentados os resultados obtidos e tambe´m problemas e dificuldades
que inevitavelmente apareceram.
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Abstract
The increasing number of students in the last years in the Depart-
ment of Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics (DETI) has
inevitably caused an increase in number of teachers required to meet
the increasing number of class and office appointments. The task of
distributing the teaching service within multiple spaces and scheduling
requirements increased in complexity. It would be particularly helpful
for the person in charge of this task to automate the generation of
the teaching service distribution. Adding to this complexity, individual
preferences and constraints must also be taken into account in the pro-
cess. Such complexity called for the development of a module in the
Teacher Distribution Service (DSD, acronym of Distribuic¸a˜o do Servic¸o
Docente) platform to provide a fast and simple tool to complete the
task.
In this work we begin with an assessment of the different possibili-
ties for developing an Artificial Intelligence Engine (AIE) and with the
choice of the programming language that can best support the devel-
opment of this application. Then a brief description of the language
chosen to develop the application is given. Follows a complete de-
scription of the work I have developed. Next some ideas for future
developments are put forward. To finalize a discussion of the achieved
results and also the problems and difficulties that inevitably came up
are going to be presented.

Acronyms
AIE Artificial Intelligence Engine
CBR Case-Based Reasoning
DSD Distribuic¸a˜o do Servic¸o Docente
OOP Object Oriented Praradigm
PACO Portal ACade´mico Online
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis aims at the development of an Artificial Intelligence Engine (AIE)
to support the distribution of teacher service at the Department of Electronics,
Telecommunications and Informatics and also the scheduling of classes. In order
to achieve this, some aspects on the existing platform needed to be changed and /
or updated. First of all it was necessary to get acquainted with the platform and
all its features. An assessment and listing of updates and their implications in the
current system status was absolutely required.
1.1 Motivation
In this case the scope of this AIE is a single department within the various
departments of the campus. Using the existing platform it is meant as a starting
point and a test bench for the use of the rest of the university. This AIE is prepared
to keep up with the evolution of the platform.[11][25] The time that currently is
needed to do the DSD can be reduced with the use of an AIE, thus leaving the
person in charge of this taks more time to dedicate to his other tasks.
1.2 Problem description and objectives
The development of this AIE aims at reducing the excessive amount of time
and work presently involved in the job of assigning classes to classrooms and to
their respective teachers within a coherent and feasible scheduling. This task is
always doomed never to make every single teacher happy with the schedule that he
has been assigned. With the perfect knowledge of this I believe that, by developing
this AIE, a reasonable contribution at reducing to a minimum incoherence and to
enhance a generally more effective scheduling and job assignment. It is meant to
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be a significant support for the person in charge of this task and not replace to
him, due to the particularities and clear complexity of the task in the human side.
The AIE will often not be able to get to an optimal solution as it cannot only
for it self input changing circumstances and come up with an optimal solution.
Nevertheless it can always remain as a finder of different solutions for the planner,
if a solution exists.
1.3 Thesis structure
This document is organized in six chapters. Bibliography and further support
attachments are listed at the end.
Chapter 2
The initial status of the platform, techniques used to develop the AIE and the
language used for its development.
Chapter 3
Assessment of the changes to the platform to accomplish the new features devel-
oped in this thesis. A description of the modifications to the interaction with the
platform.
Chapter 4
A description of the developed artificial intelligence mechanisms, and algorithms.
Chapter 5
Dedicated to the discussion of results and problems and to some features to be
developed in the future.
2
Chapter 2
State of the Art
The concept of artificial intelligence started to be shaped shortly after the
World War II, being the name coined in 1956 by John McCarthy. Unlike other
traditional fields of research, like physics or chemistry, where almost all main
ideas have been layed out by brilliant minds like Einstein and remained relatively
stable, artificial intelligence can keep accommodating new ideas and contributions
of Stephen Hawking’s quality. Nowadays the artificial intelligence engulfs many
sub-fields, from natural processing language to automated tasks like calculating a
route between several points while satisfying some conditions such as used to plan
a road trip.
Presently there are multiple options for the development of a complete AIE.
One of the approaches is to build all knowledge from scratch, which is one of the
most hard and expensive way to get the job done. Undoubtedly the best way to
obtain results from using an AIE it is to make the approach more adequate to
the purpose. If the purpose is a natural language AIE, the most common way of
building it, it is by giving the AIE a small set of initial words and some common
sentences, so that it can start a conversation, and then it apprehends new words
and tries to use them under new context. This is one of the most challenging
subjects. It involves a great variety of fields of knowledge from mathematics and
structured reasoning to human sciences such as psychology and linguistics. Other
way of creating an AIE can be done by using data-mining technique, which can
be of great use if we are interested in developing an AIE with semantics purposes,
as in a search engine like Wolfram Alpha[5] which rely on semantic intelligence to
provide answers to users, in this case the search engine provides several answers,
each one with its own context. For the purpose of this thesis I have taken the
case-based reasoning approach.
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2.1 AI, what it is it?
A definition for artificial intelligence will vary according to the dimension of
interpretation. Some will focus on thought processes and reasoning while others
will rather focus on behavior.
There are four major approaches to artificial intelligence: systems that think
like humans, system that act like humans, (this are the ones that try to emulate
the human), systems that think rationally and systems that act rationally (these
are the ones linked to the concept of intelligence).
2.1.1 Thinking rationally
This approach is based on logic, the use of premises. This type of thinking
can be trace out to the ancient Greece, to the time of Aristotle. He used syl-
logisms, a semantic structure that in an argument would always ultimately get
you to the right conclusion. Thus providing what he considered then the correct
pattern for the human thought. Later on mathematicians came to use this same
basic patterns with numbers. More recently computer scientists also used it into
computer programs to solve problems. This approach can have serious problems.
If the premises are not correctly or insufficiently defined, it can lead to erroneous
assumptions.[29]
2.1.2 Thinking like human
This kind of artificial intelligence is based on the human cognitive capabilities.
Its development requires the study of the human mind and understanding the way
it works. To see how a human mind works can be achieved by capturing the human
thoughts or by making psychological experiences. Either way only after gathering
a great amount of information, is it possible to reach a precise theory of how the
human mind really works. From a theory of how the human mind works it is
possible to begin to transform it into a computer program. Then if the computer
answers similarly to a human and does it taking about the same time as a human
being would, it means that some parts or the entire program could be implanted in
humans. For example when Allen Newell and Herbert Simon developed the GPS
- General Problem Solver (1961)- they were more interested in comparing the way
that it solved the problems with the way humans would solve the same problems
rather than on the correctness of the solution provided. The multitude of fields of
research within cognitive science can be brought together with computer science
to produce accurate and coherent theories and models of the human mind that
can be tested and replicated.[29]
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2.1.3 Acting like human
In this approach the artificial intelligence has to be able to impersonate a
human being. In order to assess if a computer was able to do this, in 1950, Alan
Turing came up with the Turing test. This test is not based on an immense
list of requirements, because that would lead to controversy. The test is based
on simple questioning and answering without contact between the inquirer and
inquired. The inquirer makes the questions through a terminal and these are sent
to the one responsible for the answer, which that can be either a computer or a
human. The answer is given back through the same terminal, and the inquirer
after a “little chat” has to decide if the entity that provided the answers was a
computer or a human being. If a computer in the end of the test convinces the
inquirer that the answers were given by a human, it passes the test.[29]
2.1.4 Acting rationally
This approach relies on the use of an agent, an agent is more that a piece of
programming or a simple program. An agent has to be able to endure through
time, perceive changes around it, be capable of autonomous control and also has
to be able to change goals along the time. The ability to change of goal takes it
apart of the Thinking rationally, because the agent is not focus only in correct
inferences, but also needs to adapt according to the results of the actions that
it makes. Though there are some actions that do not need inference at all, for
example reflex actions, like a needle prick on the finger, is faster and can be
more successful than when it is used some inference to deliberate the final action.
This approach has because by using rational-agents does not focus just in correct
inferences to reach rationality like the logicists. Another is that unlike the cognitive
science that uses models of human behavior, that is adaptive, but tends to be very
specialized into a very specific environment.
There is one important aspect that we can never forget, there is no such thing
as a perfect rationality, there is nothing or some one that can can ensure that
a rational-agent can do the right thing every time. As the complexity of the
environment grows, the uncertainty is directly proportional. In those cases the
limited rationality must be used.[29]
2.2 Problem solving
In order to formulate a problem to an artificial intelligence agent, there are
some aspects to take into account. The first is the definition of the initial state of
the problem, where the agent will start from. For example when planing a road
trip, the initial state is the starting point of the trip. The second aspect to consider
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is how to pass from one state to another. At this stage the agent must have all
the options of movement. The option of movement needs to pair the action and
the result of that action. So with the current state and the option of movement
the agent has the full knowledge of the state space. Every time the agent moves
from one state to the other adds one more connection to the path. After every
movement the agent needs to test if has reached the final state, or goal state. In
order to determine if the current state is the goal state it must test every time
it makes a movement. The goal state can be either a well defined state or an
abstract property of the problem. Another important aspect to consider is the
cost of the path. The cost of the path is calculated by using the cost associated to
each movement. The solution of the problem is the path obtained by the agent,
from the initial state until the goal state is reached.[29]
2.3 Constraint propagation
A constraint satisfaction problem is defined by a group of variables with a
domain of values. This domain cannot be void. Constraints associated to groups
of variables are also considered. A constraint can be involved with all variables,
just one or a few. The state is seen as values that are assigned to any single
variable or to the whole spectrum of variables. If all variables have exactly one
value assigned that makes that state a solution of the problem.[29]
In order to better visualize this, let us take the common example of coloring of
the map of Australia. Each territory is a variable of this problem. Each territory
can be painted with only one of three colors: red, green or blue. The constraint
in this problem is common to all variables: none of the neighboring territories can
be painted with the same color. For an easier relation between the territories it
is better to place them on a constraint graph. In the graph the vertices are the
variables and every time two territories are neighbors an edge between the two is
added to the graph. The edge points out the constraint that says that they cannot
have the same color. A constraint is a boolean function that validates the value
assigned to a variable.[29]
The constraint propagation can be summarized as the propagation of the impli-
cations of applying one constraint to a determined variable to the variables that are
related to it. With the constraint propagation it is possible to use arc consistency.
Arc consistency refers directly to the arc (edge) in the graph. The consistence
exists if the assignment of a value to a variable does not result on an empty do-
main on any of the variables related to the one to which the value was assigned.
Using arc consistency results in a faster detection of inconsistency further ahead.
The higher the level of consistency that is applied the better inconsistency will
be detected. The level of consistency goes from node-consistency, or 1-consistency
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to k-consistency. The k-consistency exists if for a set of n-1 variables and for any
assignment to any variable all the others can have a consistent value. If for a
problem a graph that is strongly k-consistent is made, then the problem can be
solved without back-tracking. The higher the level of consistency the better to
solve a problem. However it will take a greater amount of time for the verification
of consistency. It is possible to determine the smallest value of consistency for
each problem in order to guarantee that no back-tracking is needed. In most cases
this is impractical, making the determination of the lowest level of consistency an
empirical science.[29]
2.4 Case-Based Reasoning
The Case-Based Reasoning approach to artificial intelligence is based on the
same principle of human intelligence. Every time we have to tackle some new
situation, the first thing we do is to find a similar problem and use the solution
of this similar problem on the new one. If the solution is adequate the problem is
quickly solved. If the solution does not solve the problem, then we tweak it in the
way to solve the problem.[22]
A case in case-based reasoning is a group of variables that are combined. For
example as in a production process in which several pieces of different shapes and
sizes have to be cut out of a same sheet of metal in order to create the final
product. It is mandatory to optimize the arrangement of the cutting layout in
order to minimize raw material waste. This is an example of a case. Each possible
arrangement is considered a different case. In this case the variables are the pieces
positioning relating to all other.[22]
Case-based reasoning works in a very simple way, first it starts by finding the
best initial state, which is the most similar with the current problem. This is
achieved by matching all previous solutions with the current problem. If it finds
a previous solution that solves the problem, nothing else has to be done. If no
perfect match is found, the previous case that has the less number of differences to
the new problem is used. Picking the previous example of cutting different pieces
from a metal sheet, if a piece format is abandoned, in the traditional manner, a
whole new arrange had to be done. With Case-Based Reasoning, it would pick the
old case, previous cut schematics, and it would first try to put the new cut into the
previous schematics. Only if the new piece could not fit in the arrangement, would
it try a new arrangement. A completely new solution is only tried if the problem
cannot be matched with one from the case database, or if the cost of modifying
the previous case is higher than the cost of creating a complete new case.[22]
Case-Based Reasoning is divided into three steps, Case Retrieval, Case Adjust-
ment, and Case Adding.
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Case Retrieval is the module responsible for the search and retrieval of cases
in the database. The cases are sorted from the most similar to the most different.
The cases in which the cost of building from scratch is lower than using the case
are left in the database.
Case Adjustment adjusts the solution from the retrieved case to the new prob-
lem. In case it does not find a solution, this module has to be able to request a
new case with less restrictions, meaning that the solution is more flexible than the
previous one.
After a solution for the new problem is found, the problem and the solution are
further processed in the Case Adding step. The problem and the solution are an-
alyzed to assess the following: Where are less costs? In finding this solution based
on the case which was used, or in storing the new case in the case database?[22]
2.5 Resource Allocation
Resource allocation, is the decision-making process carried out when some re-
source needs to be shared or assigned. In short, a resource, is anything, that can be
used for a purpose, either material or immaterial, such as a sheet of metal or time.
Ultimately everything can be seen as a resource. Quite often what we assume
is a resource for a problem it is not so. This can be illustrated on the following
example. Let’s imagine a computer CPU and the different applications running.
At first we may assume that the CPU itself is a resource. Taking the CPU as a
resource implies that we assign entirely to a single application. A CPU does not
work that way, and ultimately, cannot be considered the resource. Differently the
CPU is a mere part of of a resource management process. In this case the real re-
source is the time that each application needs to be assigned, implying a ”simple”
scheduling problem. Applications are organized according to their priority and in
the CPU time is divided into time slots. Each different time slot is assigned to an
application. If the application does not use completely the time slot that it was
assigned then a new one is initiated. Consequently we can deduce that Resource
Allocation helps deciding how different priorities and/or criteria are to dealt with
when a decision has to be made while identifying which resources are more im-
portant. Resources are divided into two groups: Abundant Resources and Scarce
Resources.[23]
2.5.1 Abundant resource
Abundant resources are the ones with less impact on decision-making. This
places them in a degree of lesser importance. Look at the example of the energy
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source. The renewable energies sources are based on highly abundant resources,
like wave power, wind power and solar.[23]
2.5.2 Scarce resource
Scarce resources are a bigger problem for decision-making because their amount
is limited, or expensive. Again taking the CPU example, the scarce resource is
not the CPU itself but time. Actually it is the allocation of time in slots that
contributes for decisions to happen.[23]
2.6 Declarative Programming
Declarative programming was initiated in 1960 when John MacCarty invented
LISP a functional programming language. The declarative programming concept
encompasses two paradigms: the functional paradigm and the logical paradigm.
The functional paradigm is based on lambda-calculus and is centered on the func-
tion. The mechanisms in this paradigm work upon the application of functions,
unidirectional unification and decision making structures. The logical paradigm
is based on the use of first order logic and is centered on the predicate. The
mechanisms used by the languages in this paradigm are the logical inference and
bi-directional unification. Within this paradigm a program consists on the defini-
tion of predicates which implement facts and rules.
Differently of declarative programming, imperative programming is focused on
the instructions flow and is centered on iterative flows. In imperative programming
the concept of function is very different from the concept used in the functional
paradigm. In imperative programming this concept is rather a set of instructions
that perform a sub-routine and is not a mathematical function. Another common
mechanism in imperative languages is the assignment of values to variables, this
does not exist in declarative languages.
2.6.1 Mercury
Mercury was developed by Fergus Henderson, Thomas Conway and Zolta´n
Somogyi in Melbourne University, Australia. The first release was in 1995. Its
a modular language, with strong typing. It allows the development of solutions
based on Horn clauses, like Prolog and the syntax is very similar. It also allows
functional programming like ML, and Caml, though through a different syntax.
Mercury is compiled, and not just interpreted, much like imperative languages.
This feature allows a better error detection simplifying the debug of an applica-
tion making it better to develop real-world applications. Unlike other declarative
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programming languages, where even with compilers it still detects few errors, be-
ing a pure declarative language, improved execution speed is obtained by using
some optimizations. Mercury supports backtracking. Mercury is multi-platform.
This means it can be used either in Linux, Windows or Mac-OS, which makes
it very versatile. For Windows it needs to be installed Cygwin, because of the
GNU C and GNU Make. It can be used Microsoft Visual C instead of GNU C.
Currently it is possible to compile into several languages such as low-level C which
is the original Mercury back-end and high-level C. Other back-end are currently
being developed and some are dormant for the time being. At beta-release quality
we find the Erlang, Java back-end, and C#. The C++ back-end was recently
abandoned. Currently the native byte-code is dormant. [1][2][3]
Modules and programs
Like many imperative languages a mercury program is organized by modules.
This allows for a better organization of the code of an application. It allows the
complete separation of the code that handles different functionality. For example,
the reading and the writing of a file would be in one module and its use would
be in a another independent module. This containment in modules improves the
error management, as it isolates the error in a single module.
The module consists of three parts: a name, which must coincide with the file
name; an interface and implementation. The interface declares types, predicates
and functions. Known outside the module. On the implementation part of the
module, the private types, predicates and functions are declared and implemented.
This sections also contains the implementation of types, functions and predicates
declared on the interface. On the interface and/or implementation stage every
time a type of data is used its module must be imported using the directive :-
import module module name. If a given module is imported on the interface it
does not need to be imported on the implementation. In the implementation are
only imported the modules that are used by the private predicates/functions. The
module structure can be seen on the following simple example of the ”Hello World!”.
In this case, we have an executable module, since it exports and implements the
main predicate. In general, a program is a collection of modules, one of which is
executable.
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1 :− module h e l l o .
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
:− i n t e r f a c e .
%% imported modules .
:− import module i o .
:− pred main ( i o : : di , i o : : uo ) i s det .
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
:− implementation .
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main ( ! IO) :−
pr in t ( ” He l lo World ! ” , ! IO) .
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
:− end module h e l l o .
Listing 2.1: Sample file of a Mercury program
Modes and determinism
In the previous example we have seen that on the predicate declaration besides
the type of the element, the mode is also given. The mode on predicates can be
either in or out. The determinism of a predicate can be: det, if it has only one
solution; nondet, if can have none or multiple solutions; semidet, if it can have
one or none; multi, if has one or more solutions. Additionally committed choice
can also be used with the nondet and multi(cc nondet, cc multi). These types of
determinism are used on predicates only when from the multiple solutions that
they produce just one is required.
Data Types
The mercury has all the basic types used by imperative programming languages:
string, char, int, integer, float, bool. The tuple and list are built-in types that are
very useful to construct custom types or multiple output of values from functions.
Other structured types can be built by using tuple or constructors.
Why mercury
It was found that mercury would be more adequate than an imperative lan-
guage because it is more similar to a natural language and this makes it easier to
develop an application of this nature. The application is developed almost as if
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we are describing the process that is being built in sentences. Of all declarative
programming languages that I came across with, namely Prolog, mercury is the
one that I am most familiar with. Because Mercury is a strongly typed language
and is compiled rather than interpreted it has some important advantages which
were already brought forward previously. Some back-ends are still in beta, this
will allow for a better integration with other applications in the near future.
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Chapter 3
DSD platform
In this chapter I will present in more detail the problems that were presented
to me and the solutions proposed by me. Some of them reflected not only my view
as well as reflecting the view(s) of my advisers.
3.1 DSD Scheduling
The first task that has been proposed, has been the reformulation of the in-
teractions between the different actors of the platform with it. The fundamental
interaction points can be observed on Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Table representing old DSD interaction
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The various interactions with the platform can be divided according to the
different actors.
Education Office:
• Finalize schedules
• Start the platform for thesis proposals
• Finish the thesis proposals
• Start DSD validation
• Finish DSD validation
• Compose new class schedule
• Compose DSD
• Ask for elective courses
• Ask for wish lists
• Interaction with Paco
Teacher:
• DSD validation
• Submit wish list
• Propose elective courses
Board:
• Analyze data
• Personal management
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Scientific Committee:
• Information
Schedule office:
• Schedule correction
Department Office:
• Submit PHD
• Submit thesis
After some time analyzing all tasks that are involved the interactions with the
platform soon it became clear that some of them could be done simultaneously thus
improving the management of the system. It would also make possible to prepare
in advance some tasks. When considering elective courses for each semester, with
the old planning the teacher had to submit them to the educational office twice.
Once before the first and another before the second semester. This submission
follow the same protocol. So, why not submit them at the same time? if this is
feasible, teachers would only have to go through this process once a year, saving
a considerable amount of time and energy.
Also for the students this would be very advantageous. It would give them the
possibility to plan their attendance to favorite elective courses in greater advance.
At one same moment they would have all fundamental information to arrange/plan
their attendance to classes all through the entire academic year. Table 3.3 shows
how classes planned at the beginning of the year and assigned to two different
semesters can be used to enhance the student’s planning.
This approach has shown that the activity between some types of user has
diminished as a result of the number of interactions being too high. One of the
reasons that forced the department board to plan each semester separately, was
the variation between human resource needed and human resources available. Us-
ing this one-time approach to scheduling the board can anticipate the fundamental
resources required until the end of the year, instead of the old partial planning.
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This approach to one-year planning will result in a more effective management of
all resources from personnel to equipment. Usually from about a dozen available
elective courses students choice will usually fall on the same couple of them. How-
ever this may not always happened and a “new” elective course is chosen by the
students. Here too the old approach is not particularly advantageous. It allows
only a short preparation period.
The new scheduling of the different type of users can be observed in the tables
that follow. Table 3.2 refers to the interactions of the educational office. On
Table 3.4 are shown the interactions needed by the department board. Table 3.6
refers to the scheduling office, Table 3.5 to the teachers and finally Table 3.7 to
the department administrative office.
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Table 3.2: Table representing Educa-
tional office - DSD
Table 3.3: Table representing Student -
DSD
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Table 3.4: Table representing Board -
DSD
Table 3.5: Table representing teachers -
DSD
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Table 3.6: Table representing Scheduling
office - DSD
Table 3.7: Table representing departmen-
tal secretary - DSD
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3.2 DSD Validation
In order to understand the current validation system, the analysis of the exist-
ing documentation was required. Here the reading of the thesis by Lu´cia Mota[25]
was a strong starting point. Aiming at enhancing the reliability of the data feed-in,
the DSD validation system has received several improvements. With the previous
version it was only possible to feed values by hand, i.e., by giving the number of
students of a determined course and repeating this procedure for all students of
the different courses for all subjects. This, of course, could lead to human error.
Either by introducing the wrong number of students of a course, or by assigning
students to the wrong course. In order to tackle this problem, several options were
considered. The one which was considered the best goes as follows. An Excel
file with all the data is used and we make the system fetch the data from that
source. The file solution provides a very simple way of validating the DSD. First,
the teacher can download the file from the system, and only needs to fill it in with
Student Identification Number (SIN). Afterward, he uploads the file into the sys-
tem. The system validates each one of the students using a web service provided
by PACO[4]. At the end, it displays two tables. One with some information about
each student (SIN, name and course) and a second one, with the total number
of students by each course. In order to finish the process the teacher only needs
to press the ”Adicionar” button. After each individual class has been submitted,
the validation process can be completed by pressing the ”Finalizar” button. This
procedure is summarized by the diagram in the Figure 3.1.
The validation system was developed using a couple of libraries that were al-
ready used in the platform, CarlosAg.Utils and CarlosAg.ExcelXMLWriter. These
libraries are used to parse the SIN numbers of the excel file. The resulting file
includes only a header containing the course, class and an identified column in
which the SIN numbers will be introduced. The validation starts with the pars-
ing of the file. The parser will only be interested in the SIN numbers. It will
discard the header as well as duplicated SINs. Afterward, the SINs are passed
to the PACO[4] web service in order to be validated. If the number of validated
SINs are different from the ones on the file (duplicates not included) the system
will change the validation method to manual mode and the teacher will give the
number remaining students.
The validation process of the DSD are summarized in the following images.
These images are in the reference manual provided to the teachers so that the one
less acquainted with the system can easily validate their service.
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Login
Insert Validation
Get file
Insert file
Change mode
Add
Finalise
Choose course
Insert number of students
Manual Automatic
New course All inserted for this class
Choose Class
Choose discipline
Some/all invalid
All valid
Exit validation
New discipline New class
Figure 3.1: Flux Diagram for process of validation of DSD
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Figure 3.2: Button to obtain the validation file and submit
Figure 3.3: List with all students validated
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Figure 3.4: List with all classes validated so far
Figure 3.5: List with all classes validated
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Figure 3.6: List with some students validated and with non validated
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Chapter 4
DSD Scheduler
Here I will discuss my options regarding the development of the AIE. The
application can be used to handle several different scenarios. It can build an
entire schedule, or just parts of it. For example, in the case of teachers who
go on sabbatical for a semester, there will be teachers to replace them. Here the
application is used just to get a scenario of which teachers will affect which courses.
4.1 Architecture
The application architecture is presented on Figure 4.1. The application is
divided into three parts, which will be dealt with in detail further ahead. The
input interface is used to read and parse the XML file with the data. The parser
is where the data is translated into parts ready to be accepted by the AIE. The
AIE then processes the data and tries to find a solution. Afterward the solution
is translated by the output interface into a XML file.
I have found the use of Case-Based Reasoning for class scheduling and DSD
the best approach. Because within the scope of this project significant changes of
the variables are very sporadic and highly improbable to happen from one year
to the next. The teaching body of the department is relatively stable and few
teachers enter or leave the department within a couple of years. The change with
greatest impact in scheduling and DSD happens when one or more teachers go
on sabbatical. Another significant change occurs when a curricular transition is
implemented. A third more rare situation may also have to be taken into account,
the beginning a new curricular cycle. Historically minor curricular adjustments
are of little or no consequence for the DSD. However here we know that similar
adjustments were carried out in the past. Although the content of a previous
adjustment is necessary there is the possibility to get support from those past
experiences. The data used by the AIE is first processed by another application
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Figure 4.1: Artificial Intelligence application architecture
that retrieves the DSD and schedule from the previous year and marks the classes
that cannot be assigned to the same teacher, either because he is on sabbatical,
left the university or retired. Taking an example of the discipline of artificial
intelligence, that only has two teachers with capabilities to teach it. If one goes
on sabbatical only one remains for the discipline. This is simple to solve because
the person in charge of the task of scheduling and DSD can assign the classes on
the previous year scheduling of the teacher. Then only the other classes that he
had been assigned need to be assigned to other teachers. The information that is
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passed to the AIE consists of classes that need to be assigned, teachers and classes
that are needed for them, the disciplines to which they belong. Information that
is concerns the scheduling of teachers and classrooms that are involved with those
classes is also passed bur cannot be changed. For example if a classroom or a
teacher have already a classes assigned, those classes and scheduled time needs to
be known to the AIE, so it does not schedule new classes on the same time of other
class.
4.2 Information modeling
Figure 4.2 shows an UML class diagram for the DSD scheduler problem. The
classes in the model map to data types in the developed implementation. Here
the custom data types are described in detail. While some correspond directly to
classes seen on Figure 4.2, others are used to simplify the handling of multiples
types. In OOP a more abstract class can be used to nest several types to simplify
the handling.
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Figure 4.2: DSD AI class diagram.
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4.2.1 Basic application types
Hourday
The custom type hourday is used to represent the time slot in a schedule. It has
three fields, two floats and one int. The two floats are used to store the initial and
final time of the class. Floats are used instead of integers because this way it can
be stored also half hour times if necessary. The int field is used to store the day
of the week.
:− type hourday −−−> hourday (
begin : : f l o a t ,
end : : f l o a t ,
4 day : : i n t
) .
Area
This type is used to represent the main scientific area of a discipline. This is
simply an integer. This is a simplified type, because for the problem no more
information about the scientific area is needed. A different integer is assigned
to different areas. This type is not an enumerator, because it is used the area
identification number stored in the database.
:− type area == i n t .
SubArea
This custom type refers to each different scientific subarea. This type is made
up of one integer to identify the subarea and an area to associate the subarea to
the corresponding area. This type is very useful when we have to assess if a teacher
is qualified to teach a particular discipline but does not specify that he wishes to
teach it.
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:− type subarea −−−> subarea (
id : : int ,
r e s p e c t i v e a r e a : : area
) .
Rank
This custom type is simply an enumerator. It contains all the current ranks that
a teacher can have. It can be effortlessly updated.
:− type rank −−−>
f u l l p r o f e s s o r ;
a s s o c i a t e w i t h a g g r e g a t i o n ;
a s s o c i a t e ;
a u x i l i a r y ;
6 a u x i l i a r y g u e s t ;
a s s i s t a n t ;
a s s i s t a n t g u e s t ;
norank .
Date
This custom type is used to describe dates. It is made up of three integers that
represent the year, month and day.
1 :−type date −−−> date (
day : : int ,
month : : int ,
year : : i n t
) .
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Category
A Category has two fields. The first consists of a rank and the second consists
of a date, is used to sort teachers of equal ranks by seniority.
:− type category −−−> category (
cur r ent rank : : rank ,
rank date : : date
) .
Discipline
This custom type aggregates all relevant information about a discipline namely:
the identification of the discipline, using an integer identifier; the subarea to which
it is related; a list of integer identifiers for all class assignments of the discipline,
extract schedule.
:− type d i s c i p l i n e −−−> d i s c i p l i n e (
id : : int ,
subareas : : subarea ,
c l a s s e s : : l i s t ( i n t )
) .
ClassroomType
This type is an enumerator, used to identify the types of classrooms of the
department available for class assignments. The advantage of using this custom
type is that it makes the scaling or changing for a different problem possible. We
may have to include classrooms from a different department. In that case with
few or no changes on the rest of the code, we just need to change this enumerator
either by adding new types of classroom or by completely changing to new ones.
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:−type classroomType −−−>
amphitheater ;
t h e o r e t i c a l ;
4 labPCs ;
labNetworks ;
labMix ;
labTelecommunications ;
l a bE l e t r on i c s ;
nu l l c l a s s r oom .
Role
This is another enumerator. It defines the role that a teacher wishes to play in
a particular course: coordinator or teacher. There is also the possibility of notap-
plicable if the teacher does not want to teach the course under any circumstances.
1 :− type r o l e −−−>
t eacher ;
coo rd ina to r ;
no t app l i c ab l e .
Class
This type represents the information about a class. This type includes: an
identification of the class, using an integer; the type of classroom that this class
will need using classroomType; the duration, using a float; and the identification
of the discipline to which it is associated.
:− type c l a s s −−−> c l a s s (
id : : int ,
t ype o f c l a s s r oom : : classroomType ,
t ime span : : f l o a t ,
d i s c i p l i n e i d : : i n t
6 ) .
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Classroom
This type represents the classroom. It is constituted by an identification field,
using an integer, and by a second field which identifies the type of classroom using
the custom type classroomType.
:− type c lassroom −−−> c lassroom (
id : : int ,
t ype o f c l a s s r oom : : classroomType
4 ) .
Mantar
This custom type is an enumerator for the time of the day that a teacher would
prefer for his classes in each day. This enumerator has three options: morning;
afternoon; dontcare if either morning or afternoon is not significant for the teacher,
allowing to schedule classes for the entire day.
:− type mantar −−−>
morning ;
a f t e rnoon ;
dontcare .
ScheduleGuide
The ScheduleGuide is where the preferences of the teacher regarding his week
schedule are represented. For example if in a particular day of the week he wants
to have classes or prefers to work on some other activity. The type is constituted
by several fields, that can be divided into three major groups. On the first group
there are five floats, one to each day of the week. In each float the number of class
hours that the teacher wants for that day is stored. On the second group there
are booleans that signal if the teacher can take classes on that day or not. On the
third group is the mantar for each day. This type makes it very easy to check if a
teacher wants classes on a particular day, the number of hours for that same day
and if he prefers to teach in the morning, afternoon or if it is not important.
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:−type s chedu l egu ide −−−> s chedu l egu ide (
number hours monday : : f l o a t ,
number hours tuesday : : f l o a t ,
number hours wednesday : : f l o a t ,
number hours thursday : : f l o a t ,
6 number hours f r iday : : f l o a t ,
mandatory monday : : bool ,
mandatory tuesday : : bool ,
mandatory wednesday : : bool ,
mandatory thursday : : bool ,
mandatory fr iday : : bool ,
preference monday : :mantar ,
p r e f e r en c e tue sday : :mantar ,
pre fe rence wednesday : :mantar ,
p r e f e r enc e thur sday : :mantar ,
16 p r e f e r e n c e f r i d a y : :mantar
) .
Wishes
This type represents the role of a teacher in a particular course and what type of
classes he wants to teach. The type wishes includes three fields: the first identifies
the discipline, using an integer; the second is a list of classroomType which is used
to identify the various types of classes he intends for this discipline; the third is
used to identify the role he intends to play for the discipline using the custom
type role. The classes type is where the teacher preferences of the type of class
(theoretical, theoretical-practical and practical), are translated into the type of
classroom, since the teacher is not asked to choose the classroom type.
:−type wishes −−−> wishes (
d i s c i p l i n e i d : : int ,
3 c l a s s e s t y p e : : l i s t ( classroomType ) ,
r o l e d i s c i p l i n e : : r o l e
) .
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WishList
The wishList is made up of two fields. The first is a list of wishes. Each entry
on this list refers to the disciplines that the teacher wants to teach. The second
field is the scheduleguide for the semester that is being planned.
:− type w i s h l i s t −−−> w i s h l i s t {
wishes : : l i s t ( wishes ) ,
s chedu l e gu ide : : s chedu l egu ide
} .
Teacher
This type is used to represent the information about a teacher. It is constituted
by: a field of the type int for the teacher’s id; three floats for the minimum,
maximum and mean hours of classes per week of the teacher for the semester; a
field of type wishlist containing the disciplines and type of classes that he wants
to teach; a list of category used to establish priorities between teachers; finally a
list of subarea, used to assess if a teacher has background to teach a particularly
discipline.
:− type t eacher −−−> t eacher (
id : : int ,
w i s h l i s t : : wh i sh l i s t ,
r ank i ng h i s t o r y : : l i s t ( category ) ,
subareas : : l i s t ( subarea ) ,
6 minimum hours : : f l o a t ,
mean houras : : f l o a t ,
maximum hours : : f l o a t
) .
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4.2.2 Data types supporting search and constraint propa-
gation
In addition to the basic application types, there are some additional types
needed for representing information used and/or generated by the AIE.
Variable
As mentioned before, constraint propagation is used to solve problems in which
several variables need to be assigned appropriated values. The variables in this
context are classes (type class).
:− type va r i ab l e == c l a s s .
Values
This is a heterogeneous type with two variants, the possible values variant and
the assignment variant. The possible values variant is constituted by two lists. A
list of teacher and a list of classroom. On these lists are all the teachers and all
classrooms suitable for a particular class. This allows an easy way to check if a
particular class is already locked and it also facilitates constraint propagation. If
the class is paired with other class it is quite easy and fast to assign the teacher
that has to teach these classes. The assignment has an hourday, a teacher and a
classroom and is used when a class is locked.
:− type va lue s −−−>
p o s s i b l e v a l u e s ( l i s t ( t eacher ) , l i s t ( c lassroom ) ) ;
ass ignment ( hourday , teacher , c lassroom ) .
Search State
The state type represents a state of the constraint-based search process. It
consists of a list that includes all variables and respective values. Each element of
the list consists of an element of type tuple with a variable and an element of type
values.
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:− type s t a t e == l i s t ({
var i ab l e ,
va lue s
}) .
Solution
The custom type solution is a list of tuple that are composed of the fallowing
elements: variable, hourday, teacher and classroom. This type is used to better
organize the information to be written in the output XML file, which is obtained
from the final state. Every time a variable is locked, a teacher, hourday and
classroom are assigned to it in this state.
:− type s o l u t i o n == l i s t ({
var i ab l e ,
hourday ,
teacher ,
c lassroom
6 }) .
Edge
The edge is a tuple containing two variable that are related to each other and
mutually depend on each other. For the present problem the relation between the
two variable lies on the fact that each regency has two theoretical classes at most,
making them dependent on each other.
:− type edge == { var i ab l e , v a r i ab l e } .
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Constraint
A constraint is a boolean function that validates the relation between two vari-
ables. In this case the constraint is that if two classes are related, they have the
same teacher. This particular constraint is a simple comparison between teachers
that are assigned to a particular set of classes.
:− type c on s t r a i n t == ( func ( values , va lue s )=bool ) .
Graph
This type represents the constraint graph used for solving the scheduling problem
through constraint propagation. It is defined as an associative memory using the
pre-defined type map from the Mercury language. This type is responsible for the
mapping between an edge and a constraint. By mapping every relation between
two classes the validation can be done very easily.
:− type graph == map( edge , c on s t r a i n t ) .
4.3 Scheduling initialization
4.3.1 Input interface
The data input into the application is achieved by means of an XML file. The
sample file containing all elements can be seen on attachments(Appendix A). This
file contains all teachers, classrooms, disciplines and classes. It contains classes that
either in the form of fixed or unassigned. The fixed section represents the initial
state of the world and cannot be altered by the AIE. Currently the input interface
reads the file and parses it into the different elements. Teachers are grouped in a
list, classrooms are grouped into a separated list and the same applies to the rest
of elements. The input file name is termed “dsdentry.xml”. Presently it does not
accept other file names. A sample of the input file can be found in Appendix A.
The input interface first reads the file containing the data and afterward the data
is converted into the types used by the application.
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4.3.2 Initial state creation
The pre-processing module picks up the information returned by the input
interface and separates the information so it can create the initial state of the
world. It starts by creating the different states. This module brings together a list
of teachers that want and/or have the competence to teach the class and a list of
classrooms of the type that is required for that class. Afterward it starts building
the constraint graph with the relations that exist between the different classes.
The state creator is the module responsible for arranging the lists of teachers
and classrooms for each class. In the module exists one predicate creates the
initial state and accepts as entry arguments a list of class, a list of teacher, a
list of classroom, a solution and a list of discipline. It returns the initial state of
the world. The predicate begins by creating the fixed parts of the state using an
auxiliary predicate that was developed. Then another predicate is used to create
the rest of the parts of the initial state. Both parts are concatenated to create the
full initial state.
The predicate used to create the fixed classes is a recursive predicate that
accepts a solution and for each element of the solution creates an element of the
state. The predicate begins by making a recursive call and then creates the tuple of
the state. It appends to this element the rest of the state obtained by the recursive
call. The recursive calls end when the solution is empty.
The predicate to create the rest of the initial state is also a recursive predicate.
Its complexity is masked by other predicates. The arguments of this predicate are
a list of class, a list of teacher, a list of classroom and a list of discipline. It begins
by making a recursive call for the rest of the classes. From the list of classrooms
it chooses only the ones that match the type required for the class. The next step
is to pick and order the teachers for the class. This selection is obtained by the
predicate getTeacherForClass(Figure 4.3). The teachers that are duplicated are
removed from the list. Afterward the state part is created using the possible values
and is appended to the state. The predicate ends the recursive call when the list
of classes is empty.
The predicate getTeacherForClass is responsible for finding a list of teachers
for each class. The arguments of this predicate are a list of teacher, class and a
list of discipline. The predicate returns a list of teacher. The explanatory diagram
of the support algorithm of the predicate is shown on Figure 4.3. The predicate
begins by checking the type of class. In case it is a theoretical class only the
teachers that want that class are added to the list of teachers for that class. For
other type of classes also the teachers that have the competence for teaching the
class are added to the list. Afterward the list of teachers that want teach the class
and the list of the ones that are capable of teaching it are concatenated. The
teachers in duplicate are removed.
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Figure 4.3: Diagram for obtaining a teacher for a class
The predicates involved in the selection of teachers that want to and that
are capable of teaching a particular class are recursive. The one that checks if a
teacher wants to teach a given class just uses his wish list a tries to validate it.
The predicate responsible for checking if a teacher is qualified to teach a class just
verifies if the discipline to which the class belongs is from one from the subarea
that the teacher is qualified to teach.
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4.3.3 Constraint graph creation
The Graph Creator is a module which creates the restriction propagation graph.
In this module the main predicate is called graphCreationRec. It is a recursive
predicate that receives a list of class containing the classes that are going to be
tested to verify if they will enter to the graph. Another list of class containing the
current list of classes that have already been processed and do not have a pair also
receives a graph containing the graph that has been built until that point. When
it finishes it returns a graph. The flow diagram of the algorithm can be seen on
Figure 4.4. I will briefly explain it. The algorithm begins by making a recursive
call to the tail of the list. Then the algorithm tests the head of the list in order to
identify if a class is either theoretical or of other type. If the class is theoretical
it then checks if the list of theoretical classes is empty or not. If the list is empty
then the class is added to the list and a recursive call is made. If the list has classes
it is then tested to check if there are any classes from the same discipline. If one is
found, it is removed from the list. Then an edge is created with both classes and is
added to the graph. A recursive call is made for the rest of the list of classes. The
predicate stops the recursive calls when all classes have been tested and it returns
the complete graph.
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Algorithm 1 Create constraint graph
Require: List of classes1, List of classes, Graph1
Ensure: Graph2
if List of classes1 is empty then
return Graph1
else
[HEAD|TAIL]⇐ List of classes1
5: CLASS ⇐ HEAD
if CLASS is theoretical then
if List of classes is empty then
List of classes⇐ [CLASS]
call Graph2⇐ createGraph(TAIL, List of classes, Graph1)
10: return Graph2
else
if exists another theoretical class of this discipline then
CLASS2⇐ existing class of same discipline
remove CLASS2 from List of classes
15: add CLASS and CLASS2 to Graph1
call Graph2⇐ createGraph(TAIL, List of classes, Graph1)
return Graph2
else
List of classes⇐ [CLASS|List of classes]
20: call Graph2⇐ createGraph(TAIL, List of classes, Graph1)
return Graph2
end if
end if
else
25: call Graph2⇐ createGraph(TAIL, List of classes, Graph1)
return Graph2
end if
end if
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Figure 4.4: Graph creation diagram
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4.4 The scheduling process
The development of the AIE was based on the constraint propagation tech-
nique(Algorithm 2).
The algorithm begins by testing if in the state of the world one variable with
the possible values([],[]), possible values([], ) or possible values( ,[]) exists. If so,
it makes the algorithm exit with failure. In case of success with the first condition
the state is tested to check if it is a solution for the problem. This condition is
tested by the predicate obtainSolution. This is a recursive predicate that fails
as soon as it gets one element of the state that is not in the form of solution.
If the predicate obtainSolution succeeds, then the algorithm ends with success
and returns a list containing one solution for every class of the problem. The
algorithm has a state as parameter and returns a solution or it fails. It verifies if
the current state is a solution by testing if all members are tuple in the form of
variable, assignment(X,Y,Z). If one member of the state is not in this form, the
algorithm must fail. If all members pass the test they are transformed into the
type of solution. This is obtained by getting the variable, hourday, teacher and
classroom and aggregating them into an element of solution. It is not guaranteed
that the solution obtained is optimal. It is only one of the many possible solu-
tions for the problem. Generally in dealing with teachers preferences it will be
impossible to please every single one. In case not all the elements of the state are
in the solution form, the algorithm proceeds and begins by calling the predicate
lockVariable(Figure 4.5). The parameters in this predicate are two state, one
upon which the recursive call is made and the other is used to obtain the updated
schedule for both teachers and classrooms. A graph is used to obtain the edges
for a given class. It outputs a variable and an updated state. The failing of this
predicate will result in the ending of the application with and invalid result. The
failure will be propagated into the XML file which instead of having the expected
schematic as seen on Appendix B, will have the one shown on Appendix C.
4.4.1 Considerations about resource allocation
Here the resources are teachers, classrooms and time which must be some-
how managed to make a class session happen. Here one first critical issue arises.
How are we to distinguish scarce resources from abundant resources. Under de-
termined circumstances any of them can turn into either a scarce resource or into
an abundant resource, more often scarce. At a first stage the possibly of labeling
all resources as scarce seemed a good option. Very soon it became evident that
this option would only add to the complexity of the problem. Being the teacher
the most volatile resource and therefore using it as the scarce resource came up
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Algorithm 2 Scheduling process algorithm (searchSolution)
Require: Graph, List of state
Ensure: Solution
if List of state has invalid elements then
fail
else
if List of state is solution then
Solution⇐ obtainSolution(List of state)
return Solution
else
{V arName, LV ar2} ⇐ lockV ariable(List of state, List of state,Graph)
List of edges⇐ obtainEdges(V arName,Graph)
LV ar3⇐ constraintPropagation(LV ar2, List of edges,Graph)
Solution⇐ searchSolution(LV ar3, Graph)
end if
end if
as the most reasonable approach. The availability of the teacher resource is the
one more likely to change more from year to year. Even within a single semester
teachers availability for the lecturing tasks is affected by several constraints, such
as their own academic agenda, personal options and the inevitable health issues.
The teacher resource is a scarcer resource than the classroom resource due to this
volatility. The number of classrooms only changes when a new building is opened
or closed. Easily more than half dozen years go by without even one of these
changes happening in an entire campus.[23]
4.4.2 Variable locking
In this section I will explain in more detail the algorithm that preform the
variable locking. Each of these is illustrated with a diagram and/or pseudo code.
Lock of the Variable
This algorithm has the competence of creating an abstraction layer on how a
variable is actually locked. The algorithm starts by checking if the current element
at the head of the state is locked or not. If the element is locked it is removed
from the state and then a recursive call is made with the state but without the
tested element. The algorithm ends by returning the result of the recursive call.
If the element is not locked, it is decomposed into its basics elements: the variable
and the list of teachers that can teach this class, the list of classrooms that are
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suitable for it. These elements are extracted from the values that is in the form
of possible values. To obtain the list of edge in which the class is involved a
predicate is used. If the class is not theoretical the resulting list will be empty.
The next step in the algorithm will be the assignment of a teacher, a classroom
and a time frame to a class. In order to achieve this, the algorithm of teacher
selection (Algorithm 3) is invoked. If this call does not produce a valid result it
fails and makes this predicate fail as well. The failure of the predicate will cause
the application to end without a valid result. Hiding the most complex tasks in
auxiliary algorithms makes this algorithm relatively simple.
Algorithm 3 Lock of Variable
Require: State1, State2, Graph
Ensure: V ariable, State3
[HEAD|TAIL]⇐ State1
if HEAD is locked then
call {V ariable, StateLock} ⇐ lockV ariable(TAIL, State2, Graph)
state3 ⇐ [HEAD|StateLock]
5: return V ariable, State3
else
V ariable⇐ HEAD.variable
List of teachers ⇐ HEAD.list of teacher
List of classrooms ⇐ HEAD.list of classroom
10: call List of edges⇐ obtainEdges(V ariable, Graph)
call {Hour,Doc,Room} ⇐ selectTeacher(State2, List of teachers, :
List of classrooms, List of edges, V ariable)
State3 ⇐ [{V ariable, assignment(Hour,Doc,Room)}|TAIL]
return V ariable, State3
end if
Selection of Teacher
This predicate is used to select a teacher for the class. A teacher is selected
if a classroom is found free on the same schedule as the one determined for the
teacher. The algorithm begins by testing if the list of teachers is empty and if
the list of classrooms is also empty. If any of those lists is empty the algorithm
fails because there are neither teachers nor classrooms to assign to the class. If
there are teachers and classrooms it is necessary to test the compatibility between
teacher and classroom, teacher by teacher. The algorithm starts by retrieving the
teacher at the head of the list of teachers. Then it checks the teacher’s eligibility
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Figure 4.5: Flow diagram for locking a variable
for the class. Firstly, a teacher is eligible for a class if the number of hours that he
has assigned is lower than a given threshold. This threshold is the mean number of
hours per week that he must teach plus one hour of margin. This verification is used
in order to maintain a balance in the number of hours per week for each teacher
and to avoid that some teachers have the maximum number of hours per week
and others the minimum or even no teaching hours at all. If the teacher is eligible
then it is necessary to validate him by verifying if the class can be attributed to
him. This validation is obtained by calling the algorithm that validates a teacher
(Algorithm 5). If the values returned by the predicate are valid, that is, if the
returned time-slot and the classroom have a value other than the one that is used
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as null value, the algorithm ends returning the teacher, the classroom and the
scheduled time and day. If the predicate returns invalid values, a recursive call
is made for the rest of the teachers in the list. If again no compatible teacher,
classroom and a time-slot are found it fails to find a valid result for the class. If it
fails to find a solution for this class, the application will end, returning an XML
file like the one on Appendix C.
If the teacher is marked as not being eligible, the algorithm begins a recursive
call for the rest of the teachers on the initial list. If the call returns valid results,
the algorithm ends and returns the values of the recursive call. If the call returns
values that are not valid and if the teacher has not exceeded the maximum number
of teaching hours a call of the predicate validTeacher in order to determine if the
current teacher still has available time in his schedule. If the call returns values
that are valid, the algorithm returns those values and fails if they are not valid.
If the teacher has reached the maximum number of hours, the algorithm fails.
Consequently, teachers that are lower in the ranking are the ones that are more
likely to get a heavier schedule.
Validation of Teacher
This predicate is used to determine if a particular teacher can be assigned to
the class(Algorithm 5). If a free time slot is not found on the teacher schedule the
algorithm fails. The algorithm begins by retrieving the teacher schedule guide to
access the teacher’s preferences about days and time of the day. The algorithm
then needs to test the class in order to determine if it is theoretical or of another
type. If the class is theoretical, the algorithm responsible for locking theoretical
classes (Algorithm 6) is called in order to determine the scheduled time and the
classroom that was assigned to the class. At this point the algorithm ends returning
the classroom and scheduled time and day. If the class is not theoretical, then it
has to test the number of theoretical classes of the discipline to which the class is
associated. If the number of theoretical classes is lower or equal to two it must add
the schedule of the theoretical classes to the teacher’s schedule to assure that the
class is not overlay with the theoretical classes. Then the algorithm responsible by
verifying if the teacher has a free time slot on his schedule (Algorithm 7) is called
to find a free time slot for the class. To this algorithm are passed the updated
schedule of the teacher, his schedule guide and the range of days for the class,
normally from Monday to Friday. At this point the algorithm ends by returning
the results obtained from the predicate. If there are more than two theoretical
classes, there is no need to add the theoretical classes schedule to the teacher’s
schedule because this means that there are more than one alternative for the
theoretical classes. So the algorithm responsible for verifying if the teacher has a
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Algorithm 4 Selection of Teacher
Require: State1, List of teacher, List of classroom, List of edge, Class
Ensure: Hourday, Teacher, Classroom
if List of teacher and/or List of classroom is empty then
fail
else
{Teacher, RL} ⇐ List of teacher
5: if Teacher is elegible for CLASS then
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ validTeacher(State1, List of edge, :
Teacher, Class, List of classroom)
if Hourday AND Classroom are valid then
return Hourday, Teacher, Classroom
else
10: call {Hourday, Teacher, Classroom} ⇐ selectTeacher(State1, RL, :
List of classroom, List of edge, Class)
end if
else
call {Hourday, Teacher2, Classroom} ⇐ selectTeacher(State1, RL, :
List of classroom, List of edge, Class)
if Hourday, Teacher2 and Classroom are valid then
15: return Hourday, Teacher2, Classroom
else
if Teacher still has hours free then
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ validTeacher(State1, List of edge, :
Teacher, CLASS,List of classroom)
if Hourday AND Classroom are valid then
20: return Hourday, Teacher, Classroom
else
fail
end if
else
25: fail
end if
end if
end if
end if
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Figure 4.6: Select teacher and classroom flow diagram
free time slot on his schedule (Algorithm 7) is called as I have previously explained,
with the exception that nothing is added to the teacher’s schedule.
Locking Theoretical Class
This predicate is responsible for enforcing the rule that states that two theoret-
ical classes of the same discipline, must be separated by at least forty eight hours.
In order to achieve this the algorithm begins by verifying if the class is on the list
of edges and if it is the starting point of the edge. The starting point is determined
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Algorithm 5 Validation of Teacher
Require: State1, List of edge, Teacher, Class, List of classroom
Ensure: Hourday, Classroom
TSCH ⇐ teacher schedule
TSCHG ⇐ teacher schedule guide
IDAY ⇐ monday
FDAY ⇐ friday
5: if turma is theoretical then
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ lockTheoretical(State1, Class, :
List of edge, List of classroom, TSCHG, TSCH)
return Hourday, Classroom
else
if number of theoretical classes ≤ 2 then
10: add theoretical schedule to TSCH
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(TSCHG, TSCH, :
Class, IDAY, FDAY, State1, List of classroom)
return Hourday, Classroom
else
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(TSCHG, TSCH, :
Class, IDAY, FDAY, State1, List of classroom)
15: return Hourday, Classroom
end if
end if
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Figure 4.7: Flow diagram of the algorithm that validates a teacher for a class
by verifying if the class is the first element of the tuple that constitutes the edge.
If the class is the first element of the tuple then the range on which the class
will be scheduled goes from Monday to Wednesday. The algorithm responsible by
verifying if the teacher has a free time slot on his schedule (Algorithm 7) is called.
If the class is the second element of the tuple the range Wednesday to Friday is
used. Hereby the rule is always respected. If the class is not in a tuple, it can
be scheduled in any day of the week because it is the only theoretical class of the
discipline and these are the first to be scheduled. The algorithm ends by returning
the result of the call of the predicate.
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Algorithm 6 Lock theoretical class
Require: State1, Class, List of edge, List of classroom, :
Scheduleguide, Teacher schedule
Ensure: Hourday, Classroom
if Class is first of the pair in the edge then
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, MONDAY,WEDNESDAY, State1, :
List of classroom)
return Hourday, Classroom
else
5: if Class is second of the pair in the edge then
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, State1, :
List of classroom)
return Hourday, Classroom
else
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, MONDAY, FRIDAY, State1, :
List of classroom)
10: return Hourday, Classroom
end if
end if
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Check if Teacher has free time for Class
This predicate is responsible by finding a free time frame on the teacher’s sched-
ule in order to accommodate the class. Firstly it is necessary to order the teacher’s
schedule. Then the algorithm tests if this is going to be the final recursive call.
This is achieved by testing if the initial day and the final day on the range of days
for the class are the same. If this is confirmed, then it will check if the teacher
wants to have classes on that day. If the teacher is available for teaching that day,
it has to check if there is a free time slot for the class in his current schedule. If no
time is found on his schedule for this class, then the algorithm ends with failure. If
time is found then the predicate that is responsible to find a free classroom at the
same time is called. If a classroom is found the algorithm returns the scheduled
time and day for the class and the classroom where the class will take place. If no
classroom is found for that time frame, this time frame is added to the teacher’s
schedule and the algorithm makes a recursive call with the updated schedule. The
algorithm ends by returning the result of the recursive call. If the initial day is
different from the final day, then it will test if the teacher wants to have classes
on the initial day. If the teacher is not available to teach classes on this day, then
the algorithm makes a recursive call just shifting the initial day to the next day.
The algorithm ends returning the result of this recursive call. Nevertheless, if the
teacher is available to teach just some classes on this day and has available time
according to his preferences, the next step is quite similar to the process used when
the initial day is the same as the final day.
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Algorithm 7 Check if Teacher has free time for Class
Require: Scheduleguide, Teacher schedule, Class, Initial day, F inish day, State, :
List of classroom
Ensure: Hourday, Classroom
DAY SCHEDULE ⇐ teacher schedule of Initial day
sort DAYSCHEDULE
if Initial day = Finish day then
if teacher wants to teach in this day and can teach the Class then
5: call Hourday ⇐ find free slot(DAY SCHEDULE, Class)
call Classroom⇐ findClassroom(State, List of classroom, Hourday)
if Classroom is valid then
return Hourday, Classroom
else
10: add Hourday to Teacherschedule
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, Initial day, F inish day, State, :
List of classroom)
return Hourday, Classroom
end if
else
15: fail
end if
else
if teacher wants to teach in initial dayand can teach the class then
call Hourday ⇐ find free slot(DAY SCHEDULE, Class)
20: call Classroom⇐ findClassroom(State, List of classroom, Hourday)
if Classroom is valid then
return Hourday, Classroom
else
add Hourday to Teacherschedule
25: call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, Initial day, F inish day, State, :
List of classroom)
return Hourday, Classroom
end if
else
call {Hourday, Classroom} ⇐ teacherHasFreeSlot(Scheduleguide, :
Teacher schedule, Class, Initial day + 1, F inish day, State, :
List of classroom)
30: return Hourday, Classroom
end if
end if
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Figure 4.8: Flow diagram of the algorithm that verifies if a teacher can teach the
class
Assign a classroom to a class
This algorithm aims at matching the free time of a classroom with the scheduled
time for a class. The first thing it does is to test if the list of classrooms is empty
or not. If the list is empty, it means that there is nothing to do and returns a null
classroom. We get null classroom by using the classroom type with nullclassroom.
If there are elements on the list, the head of the list is selected to verify if it can
accommodate the class. At this point we need to get the schedule of the classroom.
If in the scheduled time for the class this classroom is available, the algorithm ends
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and returns the classroom. If the classroom is not available at that time, then a
recursive call is made for the rest of the list of classrooms and the algorithm ends
returning the result of that call.
Algorithm 8 Find a Classroom free for this class at a certain hour and day
Require: State, List of classroom, Hourday
Ensure: Classroom
if List of classroom is empty then
return nullclassroom
else
[Classroom|TAIL]⇐ List of classroom
5: CSCH ⇐ Classroom schedule
if CSCH is free in hourday then
return Classroom
else
call Classroom⇐ findClassroom(State, TAIL, Hourday)
10: return Classroom
end if
end if
4.4.3 Constraint propagation
This algorithm is used to propagate the constraints regarding the classes. When
a teacher is assigned to a class the list of teachers for the second class is reduced
only to this same teacher. The algorithm begins by testing the list of edges that is
passed to it. If the list is empty, it means the class is not theoretical and therefore
there are no constraints to apply or anything else to do but returning the state
that was passed. On the other hand if the list has an element, it has to retrieve
the values of the new class and remove the variable from the passed state. Here
the algorithm verifies if the pair variable is already locked or not. If it is locked,
there is nothing to be done and the element is added to the state and the state is
returned. If the variable is not locked, the values is changed by replacing the list
of teachers by a list containing only the teacher of the locked class. Then the class
with the updated list of teachers is added to the state and a recursive call is made
without the edge that has been processed in this iteration. Finally the algorithm
returns the state returned by the recursive call.
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Algorithm 9 Propagation of Constraints
Require: State1, List of edges, Graph
Ensure: State2
if List of edges is empty then
return State1
else
[I, J |TAIL]⇐ List of edges
5: call {JV T, State3} ⇐ removeV ariable(State1, J)
IV T ⇐ members of state3 where {I, IV T}
IV T ⇐ assignment( , ID, )
if JV T is in solution mode then
JV T2⇐ JV T
10: else
JV T ⇐ possible values( , JS)
JV T2 ⇐ possible values([ID], JS)
end if
call State2⇐ constraintPropagation([J, JV T2|State3], TAIL, Graph)
15: return State2
end if
4.5 Output interface
The output interface is constituted by two main components. The first is re-
sponsible for the extraction of the classes that were already in the form of assigned
values. This means that only the schedule made by the application is output. The
second component is responsible for writing the search result to the XML files
either when there is a solution or no solution was found.
Remove initial fixed classes
This component will remove all elements in the solution that were not established
by this application. The component compares the final solution with the list of
elements that were already in the form of solution at the beginnig of the process.
Those elements are removed from the final solution.
Write xml
This component provides two predicates for the final writing of the output XML.
One is used to write an XML file when a solution is found. This XML file is similar
to the one found on Appendix B. The other predicate is responsible for the creation
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of a XML file in case no solution is found. The result is shown on Appendix C. To
facilitate the identification of the file, it has always the same name, ”dsdout.xml”.
The writing of both types of XML file is hard coded by two predicates. The
predicate that writes the final solution differs from the other because it accepts the
solution as argument. The presentation of the final solution has been simplified.
Initially it contained the complete information about class, teacher, classroom and
scheduled time. However, after some consideration, I realized that most of the
information that would be there was superfluous. The fundamental information
that was to output was the scheduled time, the identification of the teacher, of the
classroom and class.
The inability to find a solution is the only error that presently occurs in the
application. However if this approach is further developed in the future, it will be
possible to output more detailed error information.
4.6 Simulation
In order to demonstrate the functionality of the application that has been
developed, here follows a simulation. For this simulation a problem with the
following complexity was used.
• 4 - Teacher
• 3 - Discipline
• 8 - Class
• 3 - Classroom
• 1 - Fixed Classes
The tables about teacher’s preferences and the description of the entry data
are in Appendix D. From entry data on these tables, after running the application,
the schedule on Table D.4 was obtained. To get this schedule the running of the
application took just a few seconds while using the traditional method it would take
some minutes. In dealing with a considerably larger number of classes, teachers
and classrooms, the time necessary for the application to achieve a solution or
no solution would increase very little while through the traditional way it would
increase immensely.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
5.1 Conclusions
In this chapter I will present my conclusions regarding the development of an
AIE and the development of other features for the platform.
5.1.1 DSD web platform
The new interaction enhances the management of the resources. Some tasks
that are done twice a year and do not influence each other like scheduling and the
DSD now can be done only one time each year. The new DSD validation system
is less prone to error. In the old system the teachers were responsible for counting
the number of students per course per class. Now this is done using a web service,
provided by PACO[4], to get the course of each student of the class and using
independent counters to each course. With this there is only a point for error to
happen, that is when a teacher is fulfilling the XLS (Microsoft Office Excel) file
with the student identification number. Where the probability of error is very low.
It was my first time working with a real web application developed with C# and
asp.net with support of a SQLServer persistence layer. My experience in develop-
ing web applications was in Php with MySQL, Java and J2EE with PostgreSQL c©
and Hibernate as connection point between persistence and business logic layers.
In spite of some initial problems in adaption to the new developing suite, this was
a rewarding new experience. The development method of Microsoft c© made the
work easier and fluid.
5.1.2 Artificial Intelligence
The AIE provides a faster way of doing two tasks at the same time, scheduling
the classes and the DSD. These tasks can now be done faster and without any
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effort for the person responsible for them. It can even be used, not just to provide
one scenario of scheduling and DSD, but can also provide alternative scenarios, by
just changing a few parameters on the input.
Due to the complexity of the initial problem, some times the path for the devel-
opment of this AIE was quite slippery and extra attention was called for. Several
different approaches were tried. From one that treated the problem of teachers and
classrooms separately, to another that treated the problem as a whole centered in
the teacher. There was yet another approach that was centered in the classroom.
All these approaches ended up in either a huge and too complex problem or into
a dead-end in which not all constraints could be satisfied. Finally the approach
described on this document was tested and the results were promising. In this
approach it is already possible to fully implement and verify all constraints. This
approach centered in the class event is the simplest way of propagating the con-
straints. The schedule and the DSD that are achieved through this process have
reached a considerable balance and to some extent some degree of justice. Further
more this process also succeeds in minimizing the number of different disciplines
that a teacher would lecture.
The most difficult aspect in the implementation was the adaptation to the
Mercury language. Although I had already had some previous experience with
the language, developing an application in a declarative language is considerably
different from doing it in an imperative language. This difficulty was evident in
some of the earliest modules that were developed. The cornerstone in dealing with
this type of problems is the quality that is put in the modeling. This tends to get
an easier task through the accumulation of experience. Nonetheless it is always a
tricky job even for someone with experience. Some approaches that look valid at
first can turn out to be dead-ends after all.
5.2 Future Work
As future work, a mobile application for both teacher and students is also
a promising possibility. This mobile application would enable students to make
decisions at choosing their schedule and give them their definitive schedule. It
would also notify students that their class starts that he has to attend it or that a
new thesis has been added to the list or that a new elective course is available. Why
not use the same application to give news regarding the department. For teachers
it would bring many possibilities: notification about class schedule, notification
about teacher relevant news. It would be interesting if the same application could
also allow some faster way for students and teachers to interact. Something as
a private “twitter” in which students would easily post some new topic when
they had difficulties in some class subject. Another feature that would bring
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great advantages would be the possibility for students to submit their theses, thus
avoiding the use of cd’s or paper versions of their provisional theses.
The AIE con be enhanced by adding modules to deal with some special cases
that where not done in this phase. A function/predicate to deal with the elective
courses, is needed. Another is required to solve problems that occur when a
discipline has only one theoretical and a single theoretical-practical or a single
practical class. One particular case that needs to be addressed is disciplines that
have classes that use different teachers for each module that is lecture during the
semester or year. A thorough test with the AIE integrated with the platform is
also required, because due to some problems during the implementation such test
could not be done. The XML parser is not fully implemented and needs to be
completed. Once again this is due to lack of time.
For further development there are some features that should be explored in
various areas. At platform level, a script to fully automate the platform interaction
scheduling could be implemented. The AIE could either be turned into a web
service or make use of the C# back-end to fully integrate it with the current
platform. There are certainly several other aspects calling for further development.
The AIE that was developed through this thesis is in no way a closed issue nor
was that its final goal.
The purpose has been achieved in demonstrating and taking the fundamental
steps in creating an AIE as basis for an application that will support the educa-
tional office with class scheduling and DSD.
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Appendix A
DSD xml input file sample
<?xml version= 1 .0 encoding= UTF −8 ?>
<s a l a s>
<s a l a>
<id>
1
</ id>
<type>
9 a n f i t e a t r o
</ type>
</ s a l a>
</ s a l a s>
<turmas>
<turma>
<id>
1
</ id>
<type>
19 a n f i t e a t r o
</ type>
<durat ion>
2 .5
</ durat ion>
<d i s c i p l i n e i d>
1
</ d i s c i p l i n e i d>
</turma>
</turmas>
29 <docentes>
<docente>
<id>
1
</ id>
71
<w l i s t>
<whiches>
<whiche>
<d i s c i p l i n e i d>
1
39 </ d i s c i p l i n e i d>
<t y p e c l a s s e s>
<t yp e c l a s s>
t e r i c a
</ t yp e c l a s s>
</ t yp e c l a s s e s>
<s t a tu t e>
docente
</ s t a tu t e>
</whiche>
49 <s chedu l egu ide>
<horasd ia>
4
</ horasd ia>
<horasd ia>
4
</ horasd ia>
<horasd ia>
4
</ horasd ia>
59 <horasd ia>
4
</ horasd ia>
<horasd ia>
4
</ horasd ia>
<obr ig>
no
</ obr ig>
<obr ig>
69 yes
</ obr ig>
<obr ig>
no
</ obr ig>
<obr ig>
no
</ obr ig>
<obr ig>
no
79 </ obr ig>
<mantar>
ta r
</mantar>
72
<mantar>
ind
</mantar>
<mantar>
man
</mantar>
89 <mantar>
ind
</mantar>
<mantar>
man
</mantar>
</ schedu l egu ide>
</whiches>
</ w l i s t>
<c a t e g o r i a s>
99 <c a t e go r i a>
<rank>
a s s i s t e n t e c onv
</ rank>
<data>
<year>
1999
</ year>
<month>
1
109 </month>
<day>
1
</day>
<data>
</ c a t e g o r i a>
</ c a t e g o r i a s>
<subareas>
<subarea>
<name>
119 programming
</name>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>
computer programming
</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<area id>
1
<area id>
</ subarea>
</ subareas>
129 <minhours>
4
</minhours>
73
<meanhours>
8
</meanhours>
<maxhours>
12
</maxhours>
</docente>
139 </ docentes>
< f i x e d s>
<f i x e d>
<turmaid>
1
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
1
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
149 1
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
9 .0
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
11 .0
</ fim>
<dia>
159 2
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ f i x ed>
</ f i x e d s>
Listing A.1: Sample file of Input XML
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Appendix B
DSD xml output file sample
<?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
<s o l u t i o n>
<item>
<turmaid>
6
</ turmaid>
7 <docente id>
3
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
1
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
12 .0
</ i n i c i o>
17 <f im>
13 .5
</ fim>
<dia>
5
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
<item>
<turmaid>
27 4
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
2
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
1
75
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
37 10 .5
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
12 .0
</ fim>
<dia>
5
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
47 <item>
<turmaid>
2
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
1
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
1
</ s a l a i d>
57 <hourday>
< i n i c i o>
9 .0
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
10 .5
</ fim>
<dia>
5
</ dia>
67 </hourday>
</ item>
<item>
<turmaid>
1
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
1
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
77 1
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
9 .0
</ i n i c i o>
76
<f im>
10 .5
</ fim>
<dia>
87 2
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
<item>
<turmaid>
3
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
2
97 </ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
1
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
10 .5
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
12 .0
107 </ fim>
<dia>
2
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
<item>
<turmaid>
5
</ turmaid>
117 <docente id>
3
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
1
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
13 .0
</ i n i c i o>
127 <f im>
14 .5
</ fim>
<dia>
3
77
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
<item>
<turmaid>
137 7
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
1
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
3
</ s a l a i d>
<hourday>
< i n i c i o>
147 10 .5
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
12 .5
</ fim>
<dia>
2
</ dia>
</hourday>
</ item>
157 <item>
<turmaid>
8
</ turmaid>
<docente id>
1
</ docente id>
<s a l a i d>
2
</ s a l a i d>
167 <hourday>
< i n i c i o>
13 .0
</ i n i c i o>
<f im>
15 .0
</ fim>
<dia>
3
</ dia>
177 </hourday>
</ item>
</ s o l u t i o n>
78
Listing B.1: Sample file of Output XML with success
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Appendix C
DSD xml output with error
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
<e r r o r>
Could not f i nd a s o l u t i o n
</ e r r o r>
Listing C.1: Sample file of Output XML without success
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Appendix D
Simulation Tabels
Table D.1: Table with classes information
Table D.2: Table with fixed class information
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Table D.3: Table with classrooms information
Table D.4: Table with the schedule
Table D.5: Table with teachers preferences
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